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Fulle bythethel pass ye daies along,
But with too hasty walke,
For manie of ye gentler throug,
To more than simplicle talk;
Yet for this same engaging girl,
Who pleasures gaiie did seek.
Ye Tech detb hope that everie curl
Enjoyed ye Junior Week.

NCE again Technology settles down to work with a sigh of regret when she thinks that another year must elapse before there can be a repetition of festivities such as those of the last week. The Junior Week of '99 is one to be remembered by all the participants, one which many a graduate in years to come will think of with pleasure, and one for classes in the future to copy and strive to imitate. Never have we had a week so full of events, and with such universally good events, as the last week has been.

The excellence of the Walker Club play needs no comment other than that given by the approval and commendation of the student body at large. The play showed a finish that is often lacking in amateur theatricals, and each part was well cast and well played. The concert of the musical clubs was enjoyed by all, and many new pieces and topical songs were introduced. The dance was as eminently successful as it certainly deserved to be, and sets a precedent for future years. The reception given by the Editors of THE TECH was also successful, and we hope that the many friends of the board there present enjoyed it as much as did the members of the board themselves; and last, but by no means the least, THE TECH adds to its file an account of the Prom., a prom. to be remembered by all, and one to be an example for future classes.

Thus has '99's Junior Week passed, with an encouraging enlargement upon the undertakings of previous classes, and in its multitude of successes it commends itself to future years.

The Junior Promenade.

The Junior Promenade has come to be looked upon as the social event of the year in Technology affairs and this year it proved no exception to the rule.

Copley Hall was gayly decked with the national colors and potted plants. "Old Glory" was very much in evidence, the walls and ceiling being literally covered with flags and streamers.